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About This Game

NOW WITH FREE ADDITIONAL CONTENT - MP3 music tunes and wallpapers (refer to game manual for details)!

FLASHOUT 2, the sequel to the highly-acclaimed anti-gravity racer FLASHOUT 3D is finally here! Get into one of many ultra-
fast ships and use your arsenal of rockets, guns, bonuses and upgrades to fight your way to victory!

FLASHOUT 2 offers a fresh and addicting racing experience featuring a redesigned and enhanced Career Mode with story
elements, massive improvements in matter of steering, physics, opponent’s AI, and other gameplay elements, an Online

Multiplayer Mode and introduces completely new and exciting game modes, such as Destruction, Elimination and Versus!

FLASHOUT 2 also features high-quality colorful graphics, some of the best and most accessible controls to allow you to focus
on pure action, amazing licensed electronic music and game controllers support! Additionally the game offers a unique

interactive equalizer, that analyzes in-game music and accordingly determines, in real-time, what the visual effects look like!

Features and highlights:

Amazing racing experience!

Addicting and enhanced Career Mode!
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Licensed electronic music!

10 highly-detailed futuristic circuits (Los Angeles, London, Paris, Warsaw, Moscow, Frankfurt and more)!

Dozens of challenging races!

New and unique game modes (Destruction, Elimination, Versus)!

Upgradeable, super-fast ships!

Weapons and guns!

Precise, fun and awesome controls!

Many cool and useful bonuses!

Clever AI, adapting to your style of play!

Interactive Equalizer – music affects graphics!

Gorgeous visual effects!

Several control layouts!

Steam Achievements!

Facebook and Twitter integration!

Certified game controllers support!

FREE EXTRA CONTENT: 13 MP3 FLASHOUT 3D music tunes!

FREE EXTRA CONTENT: 3 HD FLASHOUT 2 Wallpapers!

And more!
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Title: FLASHOUT 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Jujubee S.A.
Publisher:
Jujubee S.A.
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2014
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As a man who is still yet to read the short story in which the game is based, I thoroughly enjoyed this experience and look
forward to what the developer will do next.

I also had the pleasure of interviewing the developer for a project I was conducting at the time and he was very helpful indeed.

I fully recommend this game to anyone who has an interest in Lovecraft\u2019s stories or those who will enjoy a strange tale of
the macabre.
. Really like this game. Feels a little like playing an episode of Deep Space 9 in a way.

Took me a few play throughs to get the hang of it. Just expect to die until your 3rd or 4th playthrough unless you're smarter than
me, which is hardly a high hurdle.. After playing this game for a short period of time i can say that its crap. This game seems to
be nothing but another rip off of other bullet hell type games and its a poor ripoff at that. However it is in Early Acess so i will
forgive it for its unoriginality. I will say that with some actual work this game has some potential however the art sprites etc.
seem to have been slapped together in about 5 minutes in total using \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing ms paint and the game
generally seems really janky and buggy. Again with some actual proper work done this could be something good however as it is
now....

2\/10 - Steaming pile o\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I genuinely tried to play this game, but the overall
gameplay doesnt seem worth to me. The "puzzles" are basically a loot for certain objects, and unfortunately the house is literally
filled with any kind of things you can pick (and drop anywhere). Lack of voiced dialogues also doesnt make it as immersive as it
could be. The puzzles themself at times are quite odd, which might be fine but also make for some frustration.. Avid
Minecraft\/Terraria player here:
Absolutely love the game so far. I can't believe I never heard of it until just a couple days ago, shortly after the release date.
There's so much to do and learn, it brings so much excitement to the game. Of course there are bugs, but the developer is always
responding to them. But if you think the bugs are too much of an issue, please don't give up on this just yet - save it until the
patch updates.. I like it!!!. This is the finale of the Ashes of Immortality trilogy. It tries to blend all the threads left from the
previous two volumes together and wrap them up. It does this well enough. Gameplay is similar to the prior two volumes, the
plot is decent enough and the characters are amusing. Actually, there is an undertone of humor and 4th-Wall breaking in the
game, so...

Anyway, if you've made it this far in this series, may as well finish it.. It's a decent indie tower defense with multiplayer. I think
it's a good game and fun, graphics aren't very good and some imbalance issues and difficulty defending buildings and managing
troops. But overall, at its core, a good game. I like it. Multiplayer is dead but wife and I still liek to do 1v1 battles against each
other. 7\/10. Grate game! Really recomand to anyone who likes to explore every thing.. Cheap and good but don't expect much
more than magic versus zombies.

Well this could easily be deemed a negative for the lack of content and the rail game play. Kind of a bite off HordeZ. But I am
going to say this is a buy to play once or twice or if you just want to blow off steam and kill some Zombies. This is good for
showing off to those new to VR, those who easily scare and at parties. For $.99 you really can't complain a whole lot. The
graphics look good, the attacks work, there were no bugs that I noticed, and instead of using guns you use magic attacks,i.e., the
"High Templar" name. There are temporary items like a shield and hammer that can be used upon recharging. The rail play may
still make some over sensitive to sickness a little queezy but it should be tolerable. The game play is slow. There is a video below
to show the first and only level. If the developer can add more interesting levels and bosses than this could be a nice rail shooter
like HordeZ. My rating for what is there is a 5\/10.

Video here and in 4k after processing. Enjoy.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1138262732
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Worked Good from the beginning, no issues yet. I loved the first one back in the day. Game looks awesome as well!. This is a
very fun (and very challenging) retro game with a fantastic soundtrack! The idea is very simple to pickup and the difficulty
picks up at a nice rate, ultimately becoming very difficult. The different difficulty levels are a nice touch too, as they change the
game on a mechanical level rather than just speeding things up.. It's okay, i guess.

It's an average tower defense, where the goal isn't to try and find a combo of towers that can defeat anything. The goal is to just
sell what you had previously to match your defense to whatever enemy is coming out next round.

For example, If there is a bug type next round, you buy towers that are good against bug types, etc, etc.

You won't have to worry about economy though, everything sells for what you bought it at, including how much money you
spent on it via upgrades.

Overal, just a simple TD game, nothing too special, but for the price it's at, it isn't too bad.

6.5\/10. Fun 3d Shoot'em up with a good difficulty, fun upgrades and beautful grahpics!. TL;DR This is easily one of the best
Point and Click adventures to come out in this decade. If you like LucasArts point and click adventures, you need to play this.

Even though it is completely missing the verb system, something I often miss in other new games, I have not missed it here. I
really like how the developer has done this in 4:3 and actual Large Pixel Resolution\u2122, staying true to the classics. Speaking
of those, there's quite a lot of nods and references "hidden" in the game. I would never have expected such a stunning voice cast
in a game this cheap. The mix between Iron Age and 2074 is just right. It took me about 4 hours to get through it.

I hope the developer will do another one. It will be worth the wait.
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